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Project description: 

When observed over time, natural physical systems often produce data recorded as high-

dimensional, nonlinear time series. Examples are numerous and range from economics and 

finance to medicine, such as EEG data. Key insights about the physical system can be 

obtained by discovering latent structures present in the data [4]. An example of a latent 

structure is correlation relationships which refer to the dependence between two time 

series (potentially shifted in time), and can be used for the purposes of control or 

forecasting. The importance of this problem is broadly recognized; however, limited 

progress on robust detection of latent structures in high-dimensional time series data has 

been made to date. As an underexplored area with potentially high impact, it is well-suited 

to conduct novel research in. 

The main goal of this project is to explore strategies to detect complex relationships in high-

dimensional time series data. A basic strategy is to look at pairwise variables in isolation, e.g. 

pair-wise correlations. In many applications, this may only detect weak dependencies. 

However, when considering correlations between groups of variables (many-to-many, or 

many-to-one), the resulting correlations become significantly stronger [3]. This project 

explores several routes to discovering relationships in groups of time series, by leveraging a 

number of techniques broadly construed as inverse problems on graphs. The application 

domain is targeted at financial time series data, but there is scope to explore applications to 

other areas of interest as well, where high-dimensional time series data are ubiquitous. 

This project will draw on three related areas. First, multi-reference alignment [1, 2], with a 

focus on the heterogeneous setting, and their application to time series alignment. Second, 
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vector diffusion maps [6] as a dimensionality reduction tool in large panels of time series 

data. Third, the technique of angular synchronization [5] applied to time series, based on 

standard spectral methods; potential approaches based on graph neural networks can also 

be further explored. 
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